MP-L201 Mk.II

MASTERPIECE SERIES

MASTERPIECE LINESTAGE

Stunning. Spectacular.
Awe-inspiring.
The Vitus Audio MP-L201 Mk.II is the ultra-high-end stereo preamplifier
from our Masterpiece Series, the badge that we reserve for products
at the very summit of our accomplishments in the sphere of audio
engineering.
The MP-L201 linestage provides the ultimate pairing for our
Masterpiece power amplifiers and delivers a matchless degree of
control over audio sources.
Its discrete, true-balanced gain stages are based on moulded
modules that are shielded with a super-efficient damping material. This
both eliminates mechanical resonances and ensures a temperature
stability which, in turn, maintains the ideal working environment for
the unit’s circuitry.
The preamplifier forms an integral part of our Masterpiece
development programme – undoubtedly the most ambitious project we
have ever undertaken. The resulting discoveries and technical advances
we have made along the way have been nothing short of astounding.
The MP-L201 Mk.II is a true reference and we are confident that it
will become a classic and a collector’s piece for decades to come.
The reviewer at Mono & Stereo acknowledges that the MP-L201
has acted as nothing less than a tutor to his musical appreciation:

“I notice that the Vitus Masterpiece has changed my
listening behaviour. Many of my friends claim that
I now listen to [vocal performances] at a much softer
level than the one they are used to on their own
systems. I couldn’t agree more! I find [the equipment]
allows such rich detail to flow through that I don’t
need to push the volume any higher. The detail
present in the human voice is so precise that the
singer almost literally seems to touch and caress you.”
“I realised that it is the quietness, the extremely low
level of noise from the system, that does the magic
here. And yes, the experience is almost ‘magical’.”

INPUT

XLR analogue

RCA analogue

Options

Available

3 (L+R)

2 (L+R)

Custamisable
at order

Sensitivity

2/4/8 VRMS

2/4/8 VRMS

Impedance

10kΩ

10kΩ

OUTPUT

XLR analogue

RCA analogue

Tape Out RCA

Available

2 (L+R)

1 (L+R)

1 (L+R)

Impedance

80Ω

80Ω

<1Ω

Frequency response

+800kHz

+800kHz

Signal to noise ratio

>110dB @ 1kHz

>110dB @ 1kHz

THD + noise

<0.01%

<0.01%

POWER CONSUMPTION
Idle

<1W

Standby

30W

Operation

110W

VOLUME CONTROL
Type

Relay controlled fixed resistor network

Gain

-91.5dB to +18dB

DIMENSIONS

Both PSU and linestage have these measures

Height

135mm (each) including feet

Width

435mm (each)

Depth

428mm / 463mm with binding post (only on MP-L201)

Weight

21kg linestsage / 31kg PSU

Our fine working process
Vitus Audio products have often been compared to the finest
chronographs, and the MP-L201 Mk.II is no exception. It is a precise,
accurate instrument, engineered to the very highest specifications.
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135 mm
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120 mm

STANDBY

435 mm

Material: Aluminium for body parts
428 mm

Dimensions (H x W x D): 135 x 435 x 428 (mm)
Weight: 52kg (in total for both units)
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